Abstract-Wireless sensor networks have received a lot of attention recently due to its wide applications. An accurate and synchronized clock time is crucial in many sensor network applications. Several clock synchronization schemes have been proposed for wireless sensor networks recently to address the resource constraints in such networks. However, most of these techniques assume benign environments, but cannot survive malicious attacks in hostile environments, especially when there are compromised nodes. As an exception, a recent work attempts to detect malicious attacks against clock synchronization, and aborts when an attack is detected. Though this approach can prevent incorrect clock synchronization due to attacks, it will lead to denial of clock synchronization in such situations.
I. INTRODUCTION
W IRELESS sensor networks have received a lot of attention recently due to its wide applications, such as target tracking, monitoring of critical infrastructures, and scientific exploration in dangerous environments. Sensor nodes are typically resource constrained, and usually communicate with each other through short range wireless links.
An accurate and synchronized clock time is crucial in many sensor network applications, particularly due to the collaborative nature of sensor networks. For example, in target tracking applications, sensor nodes need both the location and the time when the target is sensed to correctly determine the target moving direction and speed (e.g., [1] and [2] ). However, due to the resource constraints on sensor nodes, traditional clock synchronization protocols (e.g., network time protocol (NTP) [3] ) cannot be directly applied in sensor networks.
Several clock synchronization protocols (e.g., [4] - [11] ) have been proposed for sensor networks to achieve pairwise and/or global clock synchronization. Pairwise clock synchronization aims to obtain a high-precision clock synchronization between pairs of sensor nodes, while global clock synchronization aims to provide network-wide clock synchronization in a sensor network. Existing pairwise or global clock synchronization techniques are all based on single-hop pairwise clock synchronization, which discovers the clock difference between two neighbor nodes that can communicate with each other directly. Two approaches have been proposed for single-hop pairwise clock synchronization: receiver-receiver synchronization (e.g., reference broadcast synchronization (RBS) [4] ), in which a reference node broadcasts a reference packet to help pairs of receivers to identify the clock differences, or sender-receiver synchronization (e.g., timing-sync protocol for sensor networks (TPSNs) [5] ), where a sender communicates with a receiver to estimate the clock difference. Multihop pairwise clock synchronization protocols and most of the global clock synchronization protocols (e.g., [4] , [5] , and [9] ) establish multihop paths in a sensor network, so that all the nodes in the network can synchronize their clocks to the source based on these paths and the single-hop pairwise clock differences between adjacent nodes in these paths. 0733 -8716/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE Alternatively, diffusion-based global synchronization protocols [7] achieve global synchronization by spreading local synchronization information to the entire network.
Most of these techniques assume benign environments; however, malicious intruders may certainly attack the clock synchronization protocols due to the importance of synchronized clock time. Though it is possible to use authentication to defend against external attacks, an attacker may still attack clock synchronization through compromised nodes. A compromised node has limited impact on single-hop clock synchronization between neighbor nodes, since with sender-receiver protocols such as TPSN [5] , the compromised node can only affect the clock difference between itself and a normal node (rather than between normal nodes). However, when a pair of nodes are synchronized through a multihop path (e.g., [4] , [5] , and [9] ), a compromised node in the path can introduce arbitrary errors. This implies multihop pairwise and global clock synchronization using multihop paths are vulnerable to compromised nodes. Even when the diffusion-based global clock synchronization techniques [7] are used, compromised nodes may fluctuate their clock information periodically to prevent the convergence of the clocks.
It is natural to consider fault-tolerant clock synchronization techniques, which have been studied extensively in the context of distributed systems (e.g., [12] - [16] ). However, these techniques require either digital signatures (e.g., HSSD [16] and CSM [15] ), exponential copies of messages (e.g., COM [15] ), or a completely connected network (e.g., CNV [15] ) to prevent malicious nodes from modifying or destroying clock information sent by normal nodes. Thus, they are not practical in wireless sensor networks.
A recent work [17] attempts to detect malicious attacks against clock synchronization, and aborts clock synchronization when such an attack is detected. Though this approach can prevent incorrect clock synchronization due to malicious attacks, it will also lead to denial of clock synchronization in such situations. Thus, it is necessary to seek additional techniques to protect clock synchronization in sensor networks.
In this paper, we develop secure and resilient clock synchronization techniques for wireless sensor networks. We adopt a model where all the sensor nodes synchronize their clocks to a common source, which is assumed to be well synchronized to an external clock. Our basic idea is to provide redundant ways for each node to synchronize its clock with the common source, so that it can tolerate partially missing or false synchronization information provided by the malicious nodes. Using this general method, we develop two types of clock synchronization techniques: level-based clock synchronization and diffusion-based clock synchronization. The level-based scheme builds a level hierarchy in the sensor network, and then synchronizes the nodes in the network level by level. The diffusion-based scheme allows each node to diffuse its clock to its neighbor nodes after it has synchronized to the source node. Our approaches guarantee that normal nodes can synchronize their clocks to the common source node even if each normal node has up to colluding malicious nodes among its neighbor nodes. Our analysis and simulation results indicate that these two approaches are complementary. The level-based approach is suitable for static sensor networks, while the diffusion-based approach is suitable for dynamic sensor networks. The level-based approach has less overhead and higher precision, but less coverage than the diffusion-based approach.
To improve the synchronization precision and reduce the communication overhead in large sensor networks, we propose to deploy multiple source nodes in the network, so that the sensor nodes can synchronize to the nearest source node. Moreover, we extend this approach to increase the resilience of such clock synchronization. As a result, a sensor node can obtain the correct clock time even if up to the half of the source nodes to which it can synchronize are compromised. This approach can tolerate up to colluding malicious source nodes in addition to colluding malicious nodes among the neighbors of each normal node, where and are two system parameters.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions.
-We develop a model for resilient clock synchronization in sensor networks by adapting traditional fault tolerant techniques. -We develop two complementary approaches for secure and resilient clock distribution (from a single source) in sensor networks. These approaches consider the practical constraints (e.g., low-power, low bandwidth communication, and the lack of general broadcast authentication techniques) in the current generation of sensor networks, and have proved security properties. -We develop multisource-based clock synchronization techniques for sensor networks based on the above clock distribution approaches. These techniques further consider practical issues such as medium access control (MAC) layer message collision and potentially compromised source nodes. -We perform substantial experiments to evaluate various aspects of the proposed techniques, including synchronization precision, synchronization rate (i.e., percentage of synchronized nodes), synchronization time (i.e., time required by synchronization), and communication overhead. The results indicate that these approaches are practical for the current generation of sensor networks. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II motivates our approaches with an example, and describes our global clock synchronization model. Section III presents two secure and resilient approaches for level-based clock synchronization and diffusion-based clock synchronization. Section IV presents the clock synchronization with multiple source nodes in sensor networks. Section V presents the simulation experiments used to evaluate the proposed techniques. Section VI discusses related work, and Section VII concludes the paper and points out some future research directions.
II. MODEL FOR CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION

A. Motivating Example
Consider Fig. 1 , in which there are multiple, interleaved paths between node and node . Assume node needs to estimate the clock difference between itself and node . Suppose that each pair of nodes connected by an edge in the network are neighbors, and have synchronized with each other using a single-hop pairwise clock synchronization scheme (e.g., RBS [4] and TPSN [5] ). For convenience, we denote the pairwise clock difference between any two nodes and as . Specifically, , where and are the local clock of node and node , respectively. We assume some nodes may have been compromised and, thus, may lie about any information needed by other nodes.
We first estimate the clock differences between and the nodes close to (in a fault-tolerant way), then gradually use these clock differences to estimate those between and the nodes farther away from , and eventually derive the clock difference between and . According to the assumption, nodes 1, 2, and 3 have obtained , , and , respectively. Now, consider node 4. Node 4 may estimate through 1, 2, or 3. To deal with potentially malicious nodes, node 4 can estimate through all three nodes. When node 1 is chosen, node 4 can easily compute . Similarly, node 4 can compute and through nodes 2 and 3, respectively. Then, node 4 chooses the median of the three values as . As a result, if only one of nodes 1, 2, and 3 is malicious and attempts to attack clock synchronization, its effect will be removed.
This process may continue for nodes 7, 8, and 9, assuming 4, 5, and 6 have obtained , , and , respectively. Eventually, node can obtain the correct clock difference if there is at most one malicious node in each level in the mesh network between and . In general, if there are nodes in each level of the mesh network between nodes and and all the neighboring nodes can communicate with each other, this approach can tolerate up to colluding malicious nodes in each level.
B. Our Model
We develop our secure clock synchronization techniques by generalizing the above motivating example. We assume there is a source node that is well synchronized to the external clock, for example, through a global positioning system (GPS) receiver. We would like to synchronize the clocks of all the sensor nodes in the network to that of the source node. We assume the source node is trusted, and all the other nodes know the identity of the source node.
We adopt the following model for secure and resilient clock synchronization.
1) Each node maintains a local clock . The local clock of the source node (i.e., ) is the desired global clock. 2) For each neighbor node , each node maintains a single-hop pairwise clock difference with a method that is secure for single-hop pairwise clock synchronization (e.g., RBS [4] and TPSN [5] ).
3) Each node also maintains a source clock difference between its local clock and the clock of the source node . Node can directly obtain it if it is a neighbor node of . Otherwise, node needs to estimate . 4) To tolerate up to malicious neighbor nodes, each node needs to compute at least candidate source clock differences through different neighbor nodes. Specifically, the candidate source clock difference obtained through neighbor node is . Node then chooses the median of the candidate source clock differences as . We assume the sensor network of concern is dense so that each node has enough number of neighbor nodes to obtain candidate source clock differences. 5) Each node can estimate the global clock by using its local clock and its source clock difference (i.e., ). We assume there are malicious nodes (e.g., compromised nodes that possess valid cryptographic keys) in the network, which may collude together to disrupt clock synchronization. A malicious node may affect a normal node by affecting node 's measurement of and/or lying about . An attacker may also affect the single-hop pairwise clock difference between two normal nodes by launching, for example, pulse-delay attacks [17] or wormhole attacks [18] . Such attacks, however, can be subsumed by the scenarios where one of the two nodes is compromised. For brevity, when the single-hop pairwise clock difference between two normal nodes is impaired by the attacker (via, e.g., wormhole attack), we consider the node closer (in terms of the number of hops) to the source node as compromised. When one of the nodes is the source, we consider the other as compromised.
Our goal is to provide secure clock synchronization so that even if a certain number of malicious nodes collude together to disrupt clock synchronization, each normal node can still synchronize its local clock to the source node.
It is natural for sensor nodes to communicate through broadcast. In hostile environments, this requires broadcast authentication to ensure the authenticity and integrity of the broadcast messages. There are two ways to provide broadcast authentication: digital signatures and TESLA-based approaches [19] - [21] . However, both types of approaches are difficult to use for clock synchronization in wireless sensor networks. Though it is shown recently that it is feasible to perform public key cryptography (including digital signatures such as ECDSA) on low-end sensor nodes [22] , such operations still cost substantial computational and power resources, and are subject to DoS attacks. The TESLA-based approaches can provide broadcast authentication by using efficient symmetric cryptography. However, the TESLA-based approaches require at least loose synchronization among all the nodes and, thus, cannot be used to for global clock synchronization directly.
Due to the above reasons, we assume each pair of nodes communicate through unicast, and any two nodes that need to communicate with each other share a unique pairwise key, so that the messages between them are authenticated. One node can also identify the other node based on the unique pairwise key. Such pairwise keys can be provided by several key predistribution schemes proposed for sensor networks recently (e.g., [23] - [25] ). For brevity, we assume all pairwise clock difference between two neighbor nodes and is obtained with a single-hop pairwise clock synchronization technique (e.g., RBS [4] and TPSN [5] ). These single-hop pairwise clock differences may be incorrect due to compromised nodes [18] .
We give the following recursive definition to further clarify the correctness of secure and resilient clock synchronization.
Definition 1: With a unique source node , a source clock difference obtained by node is correct if: • node is a neighbor node of node ; • is computed as , where node is a neighbor of node , and either: 1) node is a normal node and is correct or ( 2) node has two other normal neighbor nodes and such that and are correct and . Intuitively, Definition 1 says that a normal node can obtain a correct source clock difference in two cases: 1) either it computes the source clock difference through a normal node with a correct source clock difference and 2) or it computes this value through a compromised node, but this value happens to be between two source clock differences that this node could have computed through two normal nodes with correct source clock differences.
It is easy to see that if node has a correct source clock difference, it can estimate the global clock "correctly."
III. SECURE AND RESILIENT CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION
In this paper, we develop two secure and resilient clock synchronization schemes for wireless sensor networks based on the general method discussed in Section II: level-based clock synchronization and diffusion-based clock synchronization. In the level-based scheme, a level hierarchy is established initially in the sensor network, and each node obtains the clock differences from its parent nodes in the level hierarchy. In the diffusion-based scheme, a node can obtain the clock differences from any neighbor nodes. The level-based scheme is suitable for static sensor networks, where sensor nodes stay in the same places after deployment. In contrast, the diffusion-based scheme is more suitable for dynamic sensor networks, where sensor nodes may move frequently.
A. Level-Based Clock Synchronization
Level-based clock synchronization aims at static sensor networks, where the network topology does not change frequently. Level-based clock synchronization consists of two phases: level discovery phase and synchronization phase. The level discovery phase is to organize sensor nodes into a hierarchy rooted at the source node so that two nodes connected in the hierarchy are neighbors. Each node except for the root has a set of parent nodes in the hierarchy, and each nonleaf node has a set of children nodes. Each node is also associated with a level, which is the number of hops in the longest path from the root to itself. We refer to this hierarchy as the level hierarchy. In the synchronization phase, all the sensor nodes obtain the source clock differences through their parent nodes, estimate their own source clock differences, and then help their children nodes to synchronize their clocks.
1) Level Discovery Phase:
To establish the level hierarchy, each node maintains three variables: , , and . The variable records the level of the node. and record the parents and the children of the node in the level hierarchy, respectively. After the level hierarchy is established, a node can obtain the candidate source clock differences from the nodes in its parent set, and may help the nodes recorded in its children set to obtain their source clock differences.
We assume all the sensor nodes have discovered their neighbors before the level discovery phase. Consider the source node . Initially, , , and . The variables of all the other nodes are unknown. The source node initiates the level discovery phase by unicasting a level discovery message to each of its neighbor nodes. A level discovery message contains the sender's identity and its level number, authenticated (and optionally encrypted) with the pairwise key shared between the sender and the receiver. After receiving an authenticated level discovery message from , each neighbor of sets as 1, and as . It then unicasts a level discovery message to each of its neighbor nodes except for .
The nodes that are more than one hop away from the source node may receive more than one level discovery messages from their neighbors. To tolerate up to malicious parent nodes in the synchronization phase, a node needs to record parent nodes. When a normal node has parent nodes in the level hierarchy, even if up to malicious parent nodes keep silent during the synchronization phase, the node still can receive candidate source clock differences and synchronize its clock. We have two options for a sensor node to obtain its level and parent set. In the first option, after receiving authenticated level discovery messages from the first different neighbor nodes, node chooses these nodes as its parent nodes. In the second option, node may wait for a period of time units after getting the first candidate parent nodes, and then choose the nodes with the least levels as the parent nodes. When using the second option, the convergence time of the level discovery phase is longer than that for the first option, but the average level of the sensor nodes is smaller. Because the source node runs level discovery process infrequently, we adopt the second option in our level-based scheme. Assuming the maximum level of the parent nodes is , node then sets as . After determining its level, a node unicasts level discovery messages to its neighbors from which it has not received any authenticated level discovery message. Node also unicasts messages to its parent nodes to add itself as a children node. Node will drop subsequent level discovery messages.
The level hierarchy needs to be maintained when there are slight changes in the network (e.g., node joins and failures). The maintenance may be performed locally without re-executing the level discovery phase. When a new node joins the network, it needs to determine its level and find its parent nodes in the level hierarchy. To do it, it unicasts level query messages to all its neighbor nodes. A neighbor node will send back a level reply message, containing its identity and its level. All the messages are authenticated by the shared pairwise key. The new node can determine its level and parent nodes. In the synchronization phase, when a node fails to receive from at least parent nodes in several rounds of synchronization, it will send level query messages to its neighbor nodes that are not its parent or children nodes, and recruits new parent nodes according to the level reply messages.
2) Synchronization Phase: Due to the clock drift of sensor nodes, the source node periodically initiates the synchronization phase by unicasting synchronization messages to its neighbor nodes. A synchronization message contains the sender's identity, a sequence number, and the sender's source clock difference. Each node maintains a sequence number, and increases it in each round of synchronization. These nodes then further send synchronization messages to their children nodes. All the relevant messages are authenticated with a key shared between the communicating nodes.
After receiving a synchronization message from node , level one nodes start the single-hop pairwise clock synchronization with the source node. Then, they unicast synchronization messages to their children nodes. Consider a node at a level greater than 1. When it receives a synchronization message from a parent node , after obtaining the single-hop pairwise clock difference from node , node calculates a candidate source clock difference by . To tolerate up to malicious nodes in its parent nodes, it has to collect at least candidate source clock differences through its parent nodes. Node sets the source clock difference as the median of the candidate source clock differences. Then, node unicasts its source clock difference to its children nodes.
3) Effectiveness: We first introduce Lemma 1 to facilitate the analysis.
Lemma 1: Assume a normal node has at least neighbor nodes, among which there are at most colluding malicious nodes. Node can obtain a correct source clock difference if it receives from each neighbor node the source clock difference and all the normal neighbor nodes provide their correct source clock differences.
Proof: According to our model, node computes a candidate source clock difference with the source clock difference provided by each neighbor node, and then chooses the median as its source clock difference . Suppose the source clock difference is obtained through node , that is, . There are two cases.
Case 1) If node is a normal node, both and must be correct according to the assumption, and is correct according to Definition 1. Case 2) Suppose node is malicious. Because there are at most malicious nodes, , which is the median of the candidate source clock differences, must be between two candidate source clock differences obtained through two normal nodes. Thus, the source clock difference is still correct, according to Definition 1. Based on Lemma 1, we have the following results on the effectiveness of level-based clock synchronization.
Lemma 2:
The level-based clock synchronization can synchronize all the normal nodes correctly, if each normal node at level receives at least source clock differences from distinct parent nodes and at most out of these parent nodes are colluding malicious nodes.
Proof: This is equivalent to proving that each normal node can obtain the correct source clock difference if the given conditions are satisfied. We prove it by induction.
Each level one node can obtain the correct source clock difference , which is the single-hop pairwise clock difference. (Note that a level one node that cannot obtain the correct single-hop pairwise clock difference with the source is considered compromised.) Suppose each normal node at a level less than or equal to level has obtained the correct source clock difference. Consider a normal node at level . All parents of node have levels less than or equal to . If node receives source clock differences from at least distinct parent nodes and at most out of them are colluding malicious nodes, then by Lemma 1, node can obtain its correct source clock difference .
B. Diffusion-Based Clock Synchronization
With level-based clock synchronization, all the sensor nodes synchronize to the source node by using the level hierarchy. The following diffusion-based clock synchronization scheme allows sensor nodes to obtain source clock differences through any neighbor nodes without requiring any level hierarchy.
In the diffusion-based scheme, the source node initiates the synchronization process periodically by unicasting synchronization messages to its neighbor nodes. After obtaining a source clock difference from the source node, the neighbor nodes of update their source clock differences, and then unicast synchronization messages to their neighbors except for . To tolerate up to colluding malicious nodes among its neighbor node, a node more than one hop away from the source node needs to receive at least candidate source clock differences through different neighbor nodes, and updates its source clock difference as the median of the source clock differences. The node then sends synchronization messages to its neighbors from which it has not received synchronization messages.
We have the following results on the effectiveness of diffusion-based clock synchronization.
Lemma 3: The diffusion-based clock synchronization scheme can synchronize all the normal nodes correctly, if each normal node that is more than one hop away from the source node receives the source clock differences (of the neighbor nodes) from at least distinct neighbor nodes among which at most nodes are colluding malicious nodes.
Proof: This is equivalent to proving that each node can obtain the correct source clock difference if the given conditions are satisfied. We prove it by induction.
Each normal neighbor node of the source node can obtain the correct source clock difference , which is the single-hop pairwise clock difference. Assume at a certain time, all the normal nodes that have been synchronized have correct source clock differences. Consider a normal node that is more than one hop away from the source node. From the assumption, if it can receive the source clock differences (of the neighbor nodes) from at least distinct neighbor nodes, among which at most nodes are colluding malicious nodes, then by Lemma 1, node can obtain its own correct source clock difference.
The benefit of the diffusion-based scheme is that all communication is localized without depending on a distributed level hierarchy. However, a node has to send synchronization messages to all its neighbor nodes from which it has not received synchronization messages. The diffusion-based scheme potentially has higher communication overhead than the level-based one, but is more suitable for dynamic sensor networks, where the network topology changes frequently.
C. Security Analysis
In both lemmas 2 and 3, a normal node can correctly synchronize its clock to the source nodes when the following two conditions are satisfied.
• Condition 1: Each normal node can receive source clock differences.
• Condition 2: Among the source clock differences, there exist at most malicious source clock differences. Our schemes require these two conditions to provide correct global clock synchronization. Now, consider the first condition. Our schemes are suitable for dense sensor networks in which a normal node can receive at least source clock differences. In one round of clock synchronization, a malicious node may refuse to provide its source clock difference to its neighbor nodes. In the level-based scheme, a normal node can tolerate such attacks by recording parent nodes in its parent set, so that even if up to malicious nodes keep silent, the normal node can still receive source clock differences. This attack has little effect on the diffusion-based scheme when a normal node can obtain source clock differences from any neighbor nodes, though the malicious nodes keep silent. Our schemes fail when an attacker can launch signal jamming attacks, since normal nodes cannot receive any synchronization messages. Nevertheless, no scheme that requires internode communication can survive such attacks.
Let us consider the second condition. Our schemes guarantee correct clock synchronization as long as the normal node accepts at most malicious source clock differences from its malicious neighbor nodes. An attacker may attack the level discovery phase of the level-based clock synchronization, aiming at increasing the impact of malicious nodes and corrupting the level hierarchy, or directly attack the synchronization phase in the diffusion-based clock synchronization. Assume a given normal node has at most malicious nodes that appear to be its neighbors. These malicious nodes may be nodes physically located near the normal node, remote malicious nodes that pretend to be in this local area through wormholes [18] , or normal nodes whose single-hop pairwise clock differences (with the given node) are distorted by, for example, wormholes. Though we cannot immediately identify malicious nodes physically located near the normal node, remote malicious nodes and normal nodes tunneled through wormholes can be detected with their locations and/or the message transmission delays, as indicated in [18] and [26] . Further considering the difficulty of physically deploying malicious nodes, it is in general difficult for an attacker to have many malicious neighbor nodes interfere with the clock synchronization of normal nodes.
A malicious node may certainly attempt to forge multiple identities by launching Sybil attacks [27] . By using unique pairwise keys to authenticate messages, our schemes can prevent malicious nodes from impersonating uncompromised normal nodes. If colluding malicious nodes can exchange their keying materials, one malicious node may impersonate other remote malicious nodes in its local network. Such colluding malicious nodes may be detected and removed by using the techniques proposed in [28] .
A malicious node may launch replay attacks during the synchronization process. Specifically, a malicious node may record a synchronization message in one round of clock synchronization, and replay it to normal nodes in later rounds. As a result, the normal nodes may accept the replayed message, and derive a false source clock difference.
This attack can be prevented by including a per-node sequence number in the synchronization messages. Specifically, each node maintains a sequence number for itself, and keeps a copy of the most recent sequence number received from each of its parent nodes (or neighbor nodes in case of diffusion-based scheme). In a new round of clock synchronization, each node increments its sequence number and includes it in all the messages sent to its neighbor nodes. Accordingly, a node only accepts a message from a neighbor node (and update the corresponding sequence number) if the sequence number in the message is greater than the recorded one. Note that we cannot use a global sequence number to prevent replay attacks. Otherwise, a malicious node that has the right keying materials may launch denial-of-service (DoS) attacks.
Besides the efforts to violate the above necessary conditions on clock synchronization, attackers may attempt to launch resource consumption attacks to deplete the limited battery power of sensor nodes in a period of short time. In level discovery phase, a malicious node may make itself the children node of all its neighbors. In the synchronization phase, all its neighbor nodes will have to unicast synchronization messages to this malicious node, which is a waste of their battery power. However, such a malicious node can only force each of its neighbor nodes to transmit a few messages in each synchronization round and, thus, has limited impact.
There is a potentially more serious resource consumption attack. In the synchronization phase, a malicious node may unicast synchronization messages to its neighbor nodes at any time, without receiving any synchronization message. In other words, the malicious nodes may attempt to start a synchronization round without being triggered by the source node. Fortunately, a normal node sends synchronization messages only after receiving at least synchronization messages from distinct neighbors. As a result, the malicious nodes may convince its normal children nodes to request synchronization messages from other parent nodes, but will not convince them to further send synchronization messages, as long as the victim normal node has less than malicious neighbor nodes.
D. Performance Analysis
We discuss the performance of the proposed schemes using communication overhead, synchronization precision, and memory requirement.
Communication Overhead:
To facilitate the analysis of communication overhead, we consider a sensor network as a graph , in which each vertex in stands for a node in the network, and each edge in represents that the two vertices of the edge are neighbor nodes.
In the level discovery phase of level-based approach, after a node determines its level, it unicasts level discovery messages to the neighbors that have not sent level discovery messages to it. Assuming there is no communication failure and all the nodes are included in the level hierarchy, all the edges in the graph will be covered exactly once by one level discovery message in both approaches. Thus, the overhead is . In the synchronization phase, we assume that there is no communication failure and all the nodes in the network can synchronize their clocks. Suppose there are nodes in level one. Since the nodes at levels more than 1 will receive synchronization messages, the total number of messages transmitted in one round of clock synchronization can be estimated as (1) In the diffusion-based scheme, the number of messages transmitted in one round of clock synchronization is the same as that in the level discovery phase of the level-based schemes, that is . Suppose each node has neighbor nodes in average in a large dense sensor network. We have . Compared with the level-based schemes, the diffusion-based scheme has a higher communication overhead when . Note that in real sensor networks, the communication overhead in both schemes will be higher than what we estimated earlier due to message collisions.
Synchronization Precision: The synchronization precision at a node can be measured by the clock error between node 's estimated global clock and the actual global clock (i.e., the clock of the source node) when node adjusts its local clock. Specifically, , where and are the local clock values of node and the source node , respectively, and is the estimated source clock difference. A high precision pairwise clock synchronization scheme is critical for our schemes, since the synchronization error may accumulate for nodes that are multiple hops away from the source node. It is suggested in TPSN [5] that we can use MAC layer timestamp to minimize the clock error. In our scheme, the major clock error is mostly caused by the clock drift between the time when the source node starts one round of clock synchronization and the time when a node obtains its source clock difference. Suppose the source node initiates one round of synchronization at time and node adjusts its clock at time , where . We denote the maximum time duration of all the nodes as the synchronization time. By [16] , when the maximum clock drift of all the clocks is , the maximum clock drift during between node and node is up to . It seems that a sensor node may receive messages sooner in the diffusion-based scheme than in the level-based scheme, since it can receive from any neighbor node in the diffusion-based scheme. However, due to the higher communication overhead in the diffusion-based scheme, there are more message collisions and message retransmissions. Hence, the diffusion-based scheme has a longer synchronization time and a worse synchronization precision than the level-based scheme.
After obtaining the synchronization precision, we can decide the synchronization interval accordingly. The synchronization interval is about how often the source node initiates one round of clock synchronization. Suppose the maximum clock drift rate of all the sensor nodes is . Given the synchronization precision and the required precision of an application, the synchronization interval must satisfy that . Memory Usage: Memory usage is a critical issue for resource constrained sensor nodes. In the level discovery phase, the level-based approach requires memory to record a node's level, its parent nodes, and its children nodes. To tolerate up to malicious nodes among its neighbor nodes, a normal node has to have a certain amount of memory set aside for children node so that the malicious nodes cannot prevent it from having normal children nodes by consuming this memory. In the synchronization phase of both level-based and diffusion-based approaches, each node only needs to record single-hop pairwise clock differences and source clock differences from its neighbor nodes.
IV. CLOCK SYNCHRONIZATION WITH MULTIPLE SOURCE NODES
In our initial experiments, we observe that it took tens of seconds to synchronize a large sensor network that contains hundreds of sensor nodes, and some nodes cannot be synchronized. Our investigation revealed that this is mostly due to message propagation delays and increased occurrences of message collisions. Moreover, the nodes far away from the source node were not synchronized with a high precision due to the clock drift during the synchronization process. To reduce the synchronization time and improve the synchronization rate and synchronization precision, we propose to distribute multiple source nodes into the network, and make sensor nodes synchronize to the nearest source nodes. This approach is in essence similar to the typical approach (e.g., [29] - [32] ) for localization in wireless sensor networks, where multiple anchor nodes that know their locations are deployed to help the other nodes estimate their locations.
Having multiple source nodes can also increase the robustness of the clock synchronization, so that sensor nodes can get synchronized from other source nodes even if the nearest source node fails. In hostile environments, it is possible for malicious attackers to compromise a small portion of the source nodes, though the source nodes are typically better protected from attacks than the normal ones. Having multiple source nodes also offers an opportunity to tolerate a number of compromised source nodes.
A. Extended Model
We assume all the normal source nodes are well synchronized to an external clock, for example, through GPS receivers. Suppose the IDs of the source nodes are well known by all the sensor nodes. We extend the clock synchronization model in Section II-B to accommodate synchronization with multiple source nodes.
1) Each node maintains a local clock .
2) Each node may obtain a source clock difference between its local clock and the clock of a source node by following the model in Section II-B. 3) To tolerate up to malicious source nodes, each node needs to obtain at least source clock differences from distinct source nodes. Node then chooses the median of the source clock differences as its final source clock difference . 4) Each node can estimate the global clock by using its local clock and its source clock difference (i.e., ). When all the source nodes are normal (i.e., ), sensor nodes may synchronize to any source node.
B. Hop-Count Threshold
When multiple source nodes are used for clock synchronization, each node only needs to synchronize to the nearest source nodes. Thus, it is unnecessary for each source node to propagate its clock synchronization messages to the entire network. As a result, we can significantly reduce the message propagation delay and message collisions. Therefore, we propose to limit the coverage area of each source node. Specifically, we set a suitable hop-count threshold on the maximum hop-count that a synchronization message can be forwarded. We certainly still need to guarantee that each sensor node can synchronize to source nodes. In the level-based approach, we can set the hop-count threshold by limiting the maximum level in each source node's level hierarchy. In the level discovery phase, a sensor node only chooses the neighbor nodes whose level are less than the hop-count threshold as its parent nodes. After receiving from parent nodes, it sets its level as the median of these parent nodes' levels plus one. It is possible that a children node sends a smaller level number than some of its parent nodes; however, since a node sends its level discovery messages only after it has decided its parent set, there will be no loop in the level hierarchy. If a sensor node's level equals to the hop-count threshold, it stops sending level discovery messages to its neighbor nodes. In the synchronization phase, a sensor node may send synchronization messages only if its level is less than the hop-count threshold.
In the diffusion-based approach, we set an upper bound threshold on the maximum hop-count for the synchronization messages to be forwarded. We add a hop-count field in the synchronization messages. When a source node initiates one round of synchronization, it sets the hop-count in the messages to 0. Each sensor node only accepts a synchronization message whose hop-count field is less than the threshold. To tolerate up to malicious neighbor nodes, a sensor node needs to receive messages from neighbor nodes. Suppose the median of the hop-counts in the messages is . If is less than the hop-count threshold, the sensor node sends out its synchronization messages, in which the hop-count equals to ; otherwise, it does not send any synchronization message. A malicious nodes may attack the hop-count mechanism by manipulating the hop-count field in its messages; however, such attack has little impact on both schemes. Because each normal node decides its hop-count (or level) by using the median of the values from neighbor nodes, it can tolerate the attacks from up to malicious nodes.
Determining the Hop-Count Threshold: In the following, we present a method to estimate the hop-count threshold. In Fig. 2(a) , we assume that sensor nodes are uniformly distributed in a rectangle field of area .
We first calculate the maximum distance from level nodes to a source node in the level-based approach. Suppose a source node locates at point in Fig. 2(a) . The source node has a transmission radius , and all the other nodes have the same transmission radius . Because all the level 1 nodes are in the transmission range of the source node, we have . Now, consider the maximum distance from a level 2 node that locates at to the source node at in Fig. 2(a) . Since this sensor node needs to find level 1 nodes to be its parent nodes, we need guarantee that there exist at least nodes in the shadow area . That is (2) where is the node density of the sensor network. Suppose the distance between the two nodes is . We can calculate the shadow area of the circle intersection by
By combining (3) and (2), we can calculate the maximum distance from level 2 nodes to the source node. Similarly, as Fig. 2(b) shows, we can estimate the maximum distance for level 3 nodes by using , in (3). Given the maximum distance from level nodes to the source node, we can estimate the maximum distance for level nodes.
Given a maximum distance from the farthest node to the source node, we can calculate the a level threshold that satisfies . In the level-based scheme, the level threshold functions as the hop-count threshold. Because the shadow area in Fig. 3(a) increases along with , we have , where . This guarantees that we can find a hop-count threshold given .
In the diffusion-based approach, we can perform a similar calculation. But we should use (4) instead of (2), since a node 
C. Multiple Source Nodes
We consider two situations, when all the source nodes are normal, and when some of the source nodes are potentially compromised. In both cases, each normal node can uniquely identify each source node using the unique pairwise key shared between them. Thus, an attacker cannot pretend to be these source nodes.
All Source Nodes are Normal: When all the source nodes are normal, sensor nodes can synchronize to the nearest source node. We can improve the synchronization performance by deploying multiple source nodes. First, sensor nodes may receive from a source node in shorter paths, so the accumulated synchronization error on the nodes along the path can be reduced. Second, multiple source nodes can reduce message collisions and, thus, shorten the synchronization time and improve the synchronization precision. Moreover, multiple source nodes may increase the synchronization rate in a randomly distributed sensor network.
In the level-based scheme, each source node builds a level hierarchy rooted at itself. For the neighbors of a source node, they choose the source node as the unique parent node. For a node more than one hop away from any source node, to tolerate up to malicious neighbor nodes, it can choose either: 1) a set of parent nodes that synchronize to the same source node or 2) a set of parent nodes that may synchronize to different source nodes. In the synchronization phase, a node may obtain a source clock difference after receiving synchronization messages from parent nodes. In the diffusion-based scheme, the neighbors of the source nodes can directly synchronize their clocks to a source node. For other nodes, they can synchronize their clocks after receiving synchronization messages from any neighbors. Some Source Nodes are Potentially Compromised: To tolerate up to malicious source nodes, a normal sensor node has to receive at least source clock differences from distinct source nodes. It is important that each node obtains each source clock difference for a given source node from a set of parent nodes that synchronize to the same source node.
Consider Fig. 3 , in which the circles stand for source nodes, and the triangles stand for sensor nodes. Suppose the shadow nodes are malicious. For the bottom sensor node, one of its three neighbor nodes is malicious, and one of the three source node is malicious. Suppose malicious nodes may collude with each other. Consider Fig. 3(a) . Since the malicious source node can control the source clock difference computed by the normal node below it, and the malicious neighbor node in the middle can modify the source clock difference received from the normal source node, these two malicious nodes can actually control two out of the three source clock differences received by the bottom node. As a result, even if the bottom node uses the median of the three source clock differences to synchronize its clock, there is no guarantee that it can correctly synchronize its clock. In contrast, if the bottom node synchronizes to each source node separately, as shown in Fig. 3(b)-(d) , it can successfully filter out the effect of the malicious neighbor node in the cases of Fig. 3(b) and (c), but get an incorrect source clock difference in the case of Fig. 3(d) . By further choosing the median from the source clock differences for the three sources, the bottom node can still synchronize its clock correctly.
Based on the above discussion, we revise the level-based and the diffusion-based clock synchronization as follows. In both level-based and diffusion-based schemes, the source node adds its identity into the messages that it initiates. In the level-based scheme, each source node independently builds a level hierarchy rooted at itself. When a sensor node's level in a source node's level hierarchy is no more than the level threshold, the sensor node records parent/children sets for the source node. In the synchronization phase, after one sensor node obtains a source clock difference from one source node, it sends synchronization messages to its children nodes that synchronize to the same source node. After obtaining source clock differences from different source nodes, the sensor node uses the median of the source clock differences to adjust its clock. Similarly, in the diffusion-based scheme, to tolerate malicious source node, a sensor node synchronizes its clock after obtaining source clock differences from different source nodes separately.
By synchronizing sensor nodes to multiple source nodes, we can increase the robustness of our schemes to the malicious source nodes; however, the performance of our schemes become worse. To tolerate malicious source nodes, a normal node needs to obtain source clock differences from different source nodes. For each source clock difference, the node needs to receive from neighbor nodes to tolerate up to malicious neighbor nodes. Thus, the communication overhead is increased along with and . Because the coverage areas of different source nodes have overlaps, the messages from different source nodes may collide frequently. Due to the increased occurrences of message collisions, both the communication overhead and the synchronization time may increase substantially.
In the level-based scheme, each node needs to allocate memory to record the parent/children sets for multiple source nodes. In both level-based and diffusion-based clock synchronization, each node needs to record the candidate source clock differences from different neighbor nodes and different source nodes. Each node also records its neighbors' sequence numbers. Each node will receive candidate source clock differences. Thus, the memory consumption for these source clock differences is bounded by . In the worst case when all the source nodes start clock synchronization at the same time, each normal node requires the amount of memory for source clock differences. However, typically a normal node does not need to records all these values at the same time and its actual memory consumption is usually less. This is because that a node can release the memory for the candidate source clock differences from one source node after obtaining the source clock difference.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We studied both level-based and diffusion-based clock synchronization through simulation in ns2 [33] . Our goal is to gain a better understanding of the performance issues of the proposed techniques, which cannot be obtained through theoretical analysis. We implemented a new agent in ns2 to provide global clock synchronization for sensor nodes. We used a simple "Hello" protocol for nodes to discover their neighbor nodes. Table I shows the parameters used in our experiments. The numbers of nodes in a sensor network, which do not include the source nodes, are 50, 100, 150, and 200, respectively. All the nodes remain static after being randomly deployed in a 60 m 60 m simulation area. We assume all the nodes have the same 20 m transmission range. The bandwidth of each physical link is 250 kb/s, as for MICAz motes [34] . Our simulation uses 802.11 with DATA/ACK as the MAC layer, in which an ACK message is sent back for a unicast DATA message, and no ACK message for broadcast DATA message. In our simulation, we did not enable the RTS/CTS/DATA/ACK pattern in the 802.11 protocol, since the control messages will introduce a large extra latency into the synchronization time and lead to a high collision rate. We simulate a node 's local clock as , where is the clock of the source node and is node 's clock drift rate. Each is randomly generated using a uniform distribution between 0 and 10 s/s.
In our simulation, we first evaluate the proposed schemes when there is only one source node. In these experiments, we deploy a single source node in the center of the simulation area, and assume the unique source node is always trusted. For each sensor node, the number of malicious neighbor nodes is set to be 0, 1, and 3, respectively. When , our scheme degenerates into an existing clock synchronization scheme (e.g., [5] and [6] ), depending on the single-hop pairwise clock synchronization scheme adopted in our scheme. We then evaluate the proposed schemes when there are multiple source nodes. In our experiments, we deploy nine source nodes in the simulation are,a as shown in Fig. 4 . The number of malicious source nodes is set to be 0, 1, and 3, respectively.
In the following, we describe the simulation results in detail.
A. Single Source Node
When deploying a single source node, we study the performance of our schemes when they can tolerate up to malicious sensor nodes. Each data point in the result figures is an average of ten simulation runs with identical configuration but different randomly generated node deployments. The axis error bars show the 95% confidence intervals.
We compare the level-based scheme and the diffusion-based scheme on synchronization rate, communication overhead, synchronization time, and synchronization precision. The synchronization rate is to measure the percentage of sensor nodes that can be synchronized. The communication overhead is about the total number of synchronization messages in one round of synchronization. The synchronization time is the duration between the start of clock synchronization and the time when the last sensor node that can be synchronized derives its clock. The synchronization precision is the maximum clock difference between any sensor node and the source node right after the sensor nodes are synchronized.
Convergence Time of Level Discovery: In the level-based approach, the convergence time of the level discovery phase is shown in Fig. 5 . In our simulation, in order to reduce a node's level in the level hierarchy, after obtaining its level, each sensor node waits for 1 s before it sends level discovery messages to its neighbor nodes.
Synchronization Rate: Fig. 6 shows the percentage of sensor nodes that can be synchronized. When and , due to the relatively low density of the network, the level-based scheme can synchronize only 40% nodes, while diffusion-based scheme can synchronize 60% nodes. When increases to 150, both schemes can synchronize almost all the sensor nodes. The diffusion-based scheme can synchronize more sensor nodes than the level-based scheme in the sparse sensor networks. When and , due to the increased message collisions, some sensor nodes may not be synchronized in the level-based scheme.
Communication Overhead: In both schemes, the neighbors of the source node require only one synchronization message from the source node, and the nodes more than one hop away from the source node may receive messages from neighbor nodes. Fig. 7 shows the number of synchronization message sent in one round of clock synchronization. One message can be retransmitted at most four times in our simulation. The diffusionbased approach has a much higher communication overhead than the level-based approach. The communication overheads increase along with the number of the nodes in both schemes. In the level-based scheme, the overhead also increases along with , since nodes need to receive from more parent nodes. Synchronization Time: We now examine the synchronization time, which has a significant impact on the synchronization precision. Figs. 8 and 9 show the maximum and the average synchronization time to finish one round of global clock synchronization. The synchronization time increases along with in both schemes. The level-based scheme can finish sooner than the diffusion-based scheme.
Synchronization Precision: Our simulation uses MAC layer timestamp by modifying the 802.11 protocol in ns2 to record the exact timestamp when a message is transmitted or received at the MAC layer.
Figs. 10 and 11 show the maximum and the average clock errors of all the nodes immediately after synchronizing their local clocks. The level-based scheme can provide a much better clock precision than the diffusion-based scheme. The major reason is that the clock drift during the synchronization time is greater in the diffusion-based scheme than that in the level-based scheme.
B. Multiple Source Nodes
We deploy nine source nodes in the network, as shown in Fig. 4 . When up to source nodes may be compromised, a sensor node has to obtain source clock differences from source nodes. In our simulation, we assume there may exist 0, 1, or 3 malicious source nodes. We study four scenarios ,
, and ( , ). In our configuration, each node is a one-hop neighbor of at least one source node. Thus, we do not need to specify the value of when . We fix the number of sensor nodes to 200. Hop-Count Threshold: We first need to decide the hop-count threshold to allow all the sensor nodes receive from source nodes. When , all the source nodes are normal. Since the multiple source nodes can guarantee that all the sensor nodes can directly receive from at least one source node in our simulation configuration, the hop-count threshold is set to 1. When , each sensor node needs to receive from at least three source nodes. As Fig. 12(a) shows, the maximum distance for all the sensor nodes to receive from the nearest three source nodes is m. When , each node needs to receive from seven source nodes. Fig. 12(b) shows that the maximum distance for a sensor node to receive from the nearest seven source nodes is m. We can then use the method described in Section IV-B to calculate the hop-count thresholds. Synchronization Time: When and , due to the small hop-count thresholds, the message collision can be controlled. Therefore, all the source nodes may initiate the synchronization process at the same time. However, when , if all the source nodes synchronize at the same time, there are a large number of message collisions, making it difficult to synchronize the sensor nodes. To reduce the collisions, we divide the nine source nodes into five groups, that is, {1,8}, {2,6}, {3,7}, {4,5}, and {0}. The source nodes in the same group can initiate synchronization at the same time, since they are relatively far from each other and have fewer message collisions. In our simulation, each group initiates the synchronization process in an interval of 20 s in the level-based scheme, and 30 s in diffusion-based scheme. This arrangement increases the synchronization time and the synchronization error, but also improves the synchronization rate. There may exist better ways to arrange the order for source nodes to initiate the clock synchronization, but we consider it out of the scope of this paper. Fig. 13(a) shows the maximum synchronization time in different scenarios. We can see that the synchronization time increases along with and . When , the whole network can be synchronized in 1 s, because all the sensor nodes can be directly synchronized to one source node.
When and , one round of synchronization can be finished in 16 s by the level-based approach, and in 57 s by the diffusion-based approach. When and , because a node far away from a source node needs to receive seven clock differences before sending its synchronization messages, the synchronization time increases to around 29 s in the level-based scheme, and around 75 s in the diffusion-based scheme. When and , the synchronization time is quite long in both schemes. The level-based scheme needs around 2.5 min to finish one round of synchronization, while the diffusion-based scheme needs almost 4 min.
Synchronization Error: Fig. 13(b) shows the maximum synchronization error. When , the maximum synchronization error is less than 10 s. When and , this error is less than 1 ms in the level-based scheme, but around 2 ms in the diffusion-based scheme.
Communication Overhead: The communication overhead in the level-based scheme is moderate for sensor nodes, while the communication overhead of the diffusion-based scheme is greater than the level-based scheme. When , the message overheads in both schemes are less than 400. When and , in one round of clock synchronization, each sensor node sends nearly 100 messages in the level-based scheme, while it sends around 850 messages in the diffusion-based scheme. Considering the resource constraint in sensor nodes, it makes the diffusion-based scheme not scalable to tolerate a large number of malicious source nodes. 
VI. RELATED WORK
Clock synchronization has been studied for many years. Early techniques (e.g., NTP [3] ) are mainly for clock synchronization in wired networks. However, such techniques usually assume there is unlimited computing resource and network bandwidth and, thus, are not suitable for resource constrained sensor networks.
Several clock synchronization techniques (e.g., [4] - [11] and [35] - [38] ) have been proposed for sensor networks recently. Elson et al. developed the RBS scheme for pairwise, as well as multidomain clock synchronization [4] , which eliminates the uncertainty of send time and access time from the clock reading error by using a reference broadcast node. Dai and Han improved RBS by reducing the communication overhead in each broadcast domain to two broadcasts [36] . Palchaudhuri et al. proposed a probabilistic clock synchronization based on RBS [10] . Generiwal et al. proposed a hierarchical clock synchronization schfeme named TPSN for sensor networks [5] , assuming clock synchronization messages are timestamped at mac layer. Sichitiu et al. developed a lightweight scheme to deterministically estimate the bounds on both the relative clock drift and offset between two sensor nodes, which can be used to synchronize their clocks [9] . Li and Rus proposed global clock synchronization techniques only based on local diffusion of clock information [7] . However, all of the above techniques assume benign sensor networks, but cannot survive malicious attacks from compromised nodes. The recent result in [17] can detect malicious attacks against clock synchronization, and aborts when such an attack is detected. However, as discussed in Section I, this approach will lead to denial of clock synchronization in presence of attacks. In contrast, the techniques proposed in this paper can tolerate malicious attacks from compromised nodes.
Traditional fault-tolerant clock synchronization in distributed systems has undergone substantial research (e.g., [12] - [16] and [39] ). A common theme of these techniques is to use redundant messages to deal with malicious participants that may behave arbitrarily. However, these fault-tolerant schemes usually have very high communication overhead (especially the consistency-based approaches such as COM and CSM). Moreover, to prevent malicious participants from forging messages originated from normal ones, these schemes use either digital signatures (e.g., CSM [15] and HSSD [16] ), or a broadcast primitive that requires simultaneous broadcast from multiple nodes, which will result in message collision in wireless sensor networks. Compared with these techniques, our techniques have much less communication overhead, and use pairwise key to authenticate the synchronization messages instead of using the heavy digital signatures.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented two secure and resilient global clock synchronization techniques for sensor networks. We adopted a model where all the sensor nodes synchronize their clocks to a common source, which is assumed to be well synchronized to an external clock. Our approaches guarantee that normal nodes can synchronize their clocks to the common source node even if each normal node has up to colluding malicious nodes among its neighbor nodes. We proposed to increase the performance by deploying multiple source nodes, and extend our approaches to tolerate malicious source nodes. The simulation results indicate that these approaches are promising for the current generation of sensor networks.
Several issues are worth further investigation. First, we would like to seek more efficient techniques for clock synchronization in sensor networks. In particular, we would like to study how to exploit broadcast authentication for clock synchronization without incurring DoS attacks. Moreover, we would like to integrate clock synchronization techniques with power-saving techniques in sensor network applications.
